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What do these pictures have in common?

Unsplash Nalau Noble
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platform

chat
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zoom
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Unsplash Martha Dominguez de Gouveia



Online teaching: how did you feel at first?

Unsplash Niklas_Hamann

Unsplash Gabrielle Henderson

Unsplash Chase Clark

Yay!

Oh no!

Mmm ……



An overview of the session

1. The principles underlying the 
way we teach English: what do 
we want to keep in our online 
classrooms?

2. Tweaking it: practical 
techniques and activities to 
transfer our teaching 
principles into the online 
classroom Unsplash Joshua Earle



Unsplash Nathan Ansell

Unsplash NeONBRAND .

The sage on the stage

https://unsplash.com/photos/1-aA2Fadydc


How is our teaching approach different from 
the ‘sage on the stage’ approach?

Learner-centred Communicative 

Learning by doing
Learners use what they learn

Learner autonomy

Guided discovery

Task-based / project-based Enjoyment and emotions

Rapport 

Cognitive challenge

FACILITATIVE



The guide by the side

Unsplash Brooke Cagle



The columns our courses are built on
Experiential – learning by 
doing and using

Learner-centred – the 
learner does most of the 
work!

Communicative – using real 
language to communicate 
in the real world



The fourth column

Pexels: Josiah Lewis Unsplash: “My life through a lens”



John Dewey: The father of ‘learning by doing’

“Teachers are problem solvers who have to think imaginatively”



Creativity with a big C

Unsplash Jessica Pamp

Pexels Pixabay

Pexels Daian Gan



Creativity with a little c

Alan Marsh
Painting: Antonia Clare



Unsplash: Guy Basabosehave a coffee Unsplash: Eric Mcleanhave a cup of tea



have a coffee

have a cup of tea



Let’s look at a face-to-face lesson that has 
been ‘tweaked’ for online delivery

low-tech

‘guide by the side’ approach

some teacher and learner creativity



Anagram challenge

wokclond



Feelings

How do you feel / How did you 
feel about the lockdown?

Unsplash: Matt Seymour



Wordpools



Challenge: Chatbox race
If your first name starts with a letter from A-M, look at the red 
sentence

If your first name starts with a letter from N-Z, look at the blue
sentence



Lockdown challenge

been we early on since lockdown have  March

lockdown been we three on have for months



Answers
We’ve been on lockdown since early March

We’ve been on lockdown for three months



Grammar: guided discovery - noticing
We’ve been on lockdown ______ early March

We’ve been on lockdown ______ three months

We’ve been on lockdown since early March

We’ve been on lockdown for three months

What’s the rule with since and for?

Since + the start of the period

For + the length of the period



Stand up for since     Sit down for for

a week 

last Tuesday 

June 

two months 

the war

three days 

I was born 

four weeks ago 

a while



Stand up for since Sit down for for

for a week 

since last Tuesday 

since June 

for two months 

since the war

for three days 

since I was born 

since four weeks ago 

for a while



Now make up your own I’ve been… true 
sentences with since or for

I’ve been …

… able to drive …

… in my present job /at my present school …

… interested in ….

… meaning to do this course …

… anything else …

Then join a small group and take turns to read out each of your sentences. 
The others will ask you questions e.g. Are you a good driver? Do you like 
driving fast? Do you like your job / your school? Why? Why not? Etc.



Creative tweaking
I’ve been an English teacher for over forty years

I’ve been a vegetarian for ten years

I’ve lived in Malta since 1993

Two are true: one is false. Find out which is which! 

Ask Yes/No questions

You can’t use the following words, or words formed from them:

teach   vegetarian eat   meat   fish  been  live   forty  ten  nineteen ninety-three



Homework: Two creative tasks

Task 1

Make up four to six more time phrases to use with since or for

Read them out to your classmates next lesson and they have to stand up or sit down

Task 2

Write out three sentences about yourself (or someone close to you). 

One sentence is FALSE.

Use the present perfect.                                Use since or for and a time expression. 

Next lesson your classmates will ask you yes/no questions to decide which one of your 
sentences is not true.

Decide which words they can’t use in their questions.



What did we do?
Lead-in 1: wokclond: thinking engagement 

Lead-in 2: Context: Lockdown: engaging emotions

Co-text: Wordpool: jumbled sentences: thinking engagement

Focus on grammar use: Guided discovery and ‘noticing’

Controlled practice: Recognition: stand up / sit down (thumbs up, thumbs down)

Creativity: Teacher’s sentences – true or false? Vocabulary constraints

Creative homework 1: Learner time expressions for stand up / sit down

Creative homework 2 : Learner true / false sentences about themselves

LEARNER-CENTRED : LEARNING BY DOING : COMMUNICATIVE : CREATIVE 



Other grammar patterns to try wordpools
with

I used to live in Malta. v I’m used to living in Malta.

It was so hot today.       v It was such a hot day today.

She paints in her spare time. v She’s painting her lovely daughter.

He drove across the mountains.    v He was driving across the 
mountains.

He remembered to lock the door. v He remembered locking the door.

????????????????????????????????



What language areas is this material designed 
to provide oral controlled practice in?



Your partner’s name 
_________

True
T

False
F

1 sometimes goes to the 
cinema

2 always goes to bed before 
midnight

3 eats chocolate every day

4 usually does the washing 
up

5 sometimes wear socks in 
bed

6 chats on social media every 
day

7 sometimes gets angry

8 always tells the truth



How can we tweak the worksheet?
Dictate the items

Jumble the word order

Get learners to add two more of their own

Ask learners to change some of the items e.g. eats chocolate meat

Add an instruction: ask a follow-up question to each answer

Follow-up: what was the most surprising thing you found out?

Write a new one for the next class: include 5 items

?????                                                  OR …



Your partner’s name 
_________

True
T

False
F

I was right √
I was wrong 
X

1 sometimes goes to the 
cinema

2 always goes to bed before 
midnight

3 eats chocolate every day

4 usually does the washing up

5 sometimes wear socks in 
bed

6 chats on social media every 
day

7 sometimes gets angry

8 always tells the truth



Your partner’s name 
_________

True
T

False
F

I was right √
I was wrong 
X

1 sometimes goes to the 
cinema

2 always goes to bed before 
midnight

3 eats chocolate every day

4 usually does the washing up

5 sometimes wear socks in 
bed

6 chats on social media every 
day

7 sometimes gets angry

8 often cooks at home

9 always tells the truth

Take out 
your phone and 

take a picture of the screen
OR

Press the PrtSc key on your keyboard and paste  to an open Word 
document



On a sheet of paper, or a tablet, write numbers 1-9

Think about your partner: does he or she do these things? Write 
True or False next to each number.

Ask your partner the questions. Remember to use do you ….?

Your partner will answer: What do YOU think?

Tell them!

Your partner will then tell you the answer.

How many did you guess correctly?

Take out 
your phone and 

take a picture of the screen
OR

Press the PrtSc key on your keyboard and paste  to an open Word 
document



2 2

2 2



REASONS 

TO

BE 
CREATIVE Unsplash Lawrence Makoona



1 It’s how we make meaning
Anything the learner creates, contributes to a sense of meaning

If the learner experiences something special and values it, the 
experience will offer meaning

The more meaningful we make the learning, the more memorable it 
becomes

Unsplash: Cristina Gottardi



2 Deeper learning
Using the language creatively

A different approach

A new and interesting way of dealing with the

familiar

Multi-modal – use images

involve the senses

Deeper roots – deeper learning Unsplash: Jeremy Bishop



3 It’s what we need in the world
A new generation of creative thinkers …

… to solve the problems of tomorrow

and …

… today

Unsplash: Martin Sanchez



3 It’s what we need in the world

Unsplash: Martin Sanchez



3 It’s what we need in the world

Unsplash: Martina Sanchez

Unsplash: Lydia Nada

Joy!



4 It involves the emotions and engages 
our learners

Unsplash: Andre Guerra



5 It nourishes us as teachers

Unsplash: Sujeet Babu



6 It helps things to stand out from the ordinary 
and become memorable



SIX REASONS TO BE CREATIVE IN THE 
CLASSROOM

➤It’s how we make meaning

➤Deeper learning (HOTS vs LOTS)

➤It’s what we need in the world: creativity, imagination and joy

➤It involves the emotions and engages our learners

➤It nourishes us as teachers

➤It helps things to stand out from the ordinary



Some practical ideas

Unsplash: Junior Ferreira



Our book 

My friend and 
colleague

Antonia Clare

Me



The Creative Teacher’s Compendium

AN A-Z OF CREATIVE 

ACTIVITIES
➤Art

➤Beginnings

➤Conversation

➤Dictation

➤Emotions

➤Film

➤Grammar

➤… etc.



Speaking:
Show and imagine

Draw a picture of an object – a favourite possession - that is special to 
you: you can include a pet but no humans!

Show your picture to your partner – hold it up so they can see it.

Your partner has to imagine that the object is their possession. They 
make up their backstory – how they got it and why it’s special to them.
Don’t comment apart from ‘Really?’ ‘Interesting’ ‘Uh-huh’ etc.
When they’ve finished, tell them the truth!

Swap roles: imagine that your partner’s possession is actually yours.



Speaking:
Show and imagine

What is it?
Where did I get it?
Why is it important to me?

Use the Chatbox to make guesses 
and suggestions



The original …



Speaking: delayed feedback and upgrade

1.This is what 
you said

I made a travel 
around the world.

2. This is what I 
would say

I travelled around 
the USA. / I went 
on a trip around 
the USA.

3. Here are some related 
words and expressions

Go on a trip / journey / 
cruise / voyage. 
Do you know the 
difference?

The views were very 
amazing.

The views were 
absolutely 
amazing.

The views were 
absolutely stunning 
/ breathtaking



Talk about your typical Sunday



My typical Sunday: please interrupt with questions 
– What? Why? Where? When? Who with? Do..?



Now you do the same! Five minutes to 
draw

Unsplash: Kobu Agency



Writing
What happened last week?

Look at the three photos and write the story in the 
chatbox: 3 minutes!



Reading and Listening
THE BEAST: 





Many years ago when I was a young reporter I worked for a 
local newspaper just outside London. Our offices were in an 
old building in Clapham, south London. There were lots of 
rumours about the building and many said that one particular 
office was haunted by a …

… mysterious ghost. My colleague, Jim, and I have never been 
superstitious so one night we decided to …

…stay in the ‘haunted’ office overnight and see if anything 
unusual happened.

So late that evening, after everyone had gone home, we went 
into the office. We locked the windows and the door, from the 
inside. We also covered the floor with …

… white chalk, just to see if anyone stepped across it. We 
switched off the lights and settled down in two comfortable 
chairs. We talked for a while and waited, but nothing 
happened. Outside, a full moon shone brightly in the night sky.

Then just after midnight ….



… the locked door suddenly opened. The locked windows flew 
open and then a strong wind blew into the room. We looked at 
each other in shock. And then we heard a …

… terrifying sound like the howl of a wolf and in the moonlight 
we saw …

… the shape of an enormous beast move across the room and 
through the office wall. The door closed and locked itself, the 
windows flew shut and then ….. 

… silence.

For a few moments, neither of us moved. Then I switched on 
the light. We looked around the room. Nothing had changed, 
except the … 

… floor. In the chalk on the floor we saw …

… four footprints of a massive animal. 



We ran to the door, shaking with fear. Just before we ran out of 
the room, I stopped, turned and …

… took some photos of the prints in the chalk.

We ran out of the building and out into the street. All was calm 
and quiet. We stopped to catch our breath. I checked my 
camera and called up the photos of the beast’s footprints. The 
photos were very clear, with the floor covered in white chalk. 
But …

… there were no footprints.



Andre Breton, French writer and poet, father of 
Surrealism

“Enjoy yourself … 

or bore me.”



Have to teach online? No problem! Just 
tweak it and …



THANK 

YOU…
alanmarshinmalta@gmail.com

Slides in PDF can be downloaded from www.matefl.org


